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STEPEVI, the undisputed benchmark of contemporary luxury rugs, presents a limited edition series of 8 carpet artworks, created by artist Angelo Bucarelli.

This successfully acclaimed collection was conceived as part of the installation “Water. Like Tears of Love”, created specially for the 13th Istanbul Biennial.

During Bucarelli’s first encounter with Istanbul, the city where the company is based, the artist concluded that water is the essence of its identity. He created his story in the architecture of an abandoned hammam of the end of the XV Century, using glass, iron, cotton and embroideries, choosing the carpet as the symbol of trade, a fluid ‘medium’ both for creativity and for a cultural exchange.

The 8 carpets inspiration wheels around water and Istanbul evocations. You will find them in the Ottoman calligraphy water, shaped as a drop, as well as in the references to the traditional kilim carpets or to the old bazaar textiles and the hammam peshtemals, revisited through the eyes of Bucarelli.

This limited edition is now available at STEPEVI Milan showroom, and Galleria Antonio Battaglia.

8 LIMITED EDITION CARPETS
ARTWORK CREATED BY
ANGELO BUCARELLI

Blue Ikat - 5301
Quality: Select Wool & Viscose with Carving
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author

Green Ikat - 5303
Quality: Select Wool & Viscose with Carving
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author

Istanbul - 5302
Quality: Select Wool & Viscose with Carving
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author

Bysantium - 5305
Quality: Elements Linen, Viscose Pom Fringes
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author

Hammam - 5304
Quality: Select Wool with Carving
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author

12 Words - 5306
Quality: Select Wool, Viscose Pom Fringes with Relief and Carving
Size: 200x300 cm
Edition of 5, numbered and signed by the author

Water - 5308
Quality: Select Wool, Viscose Pom Fringes
Size: 170x240 cm
Edition of 7, numbered and signed by the author